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Introduction
Even though I have been working in this field for 20 years, software development
projects continue to be challenging. Earlier this year, I worked as a coach on an
agile project with which a large logistics enterprise made new products accessible
for its customers.
Although I was primarily employed as a coach to supervise the process, the
project was technologically a tough job. The front-end was a Java portal. Process
orchestration was done in SAP middleware. A number of back office systems in
PeopleSoft, SAP and .NET had to be “serviced”. And even worse, we had to
connect to a number of services in systems external to the customer, on which we
could exercise little to no influence. All in all, this was a typical example of a
service-oriented project. Service-oriented projects are characterized by a high
degree of complexity making them difficult to estimate and plan.
Although it is no solution for all challenges, there is a technique called smart use
cases that makes a concrete and pragmatic contribution to better estimation and
planning and also to the realization and testing of service-oriented projects. This
white paper introduces you to this particular technique and will demonstrate how
service-oriented projects benefit from applying smart use cases.
Sander Hoogendoorn
Principal Technology Officer Capgemini
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Service-Oriented Projects
are Complex
Those of you who have worked on such projects before already know this:
service-oriented architectures do not make the execution of such projects any
easier. These types of projects are characterized by a large number of
organizational, functional and technically complex factors:
■

Various stakeholders. Service-oriented projects generally automate business
processes that cut across multiple organizational units and different systems. As
a consequence, there are often various stakeholders involved within the project.

■

Multitude of deliverables. Complex service-oriented projects are characterized
by the large number of types of deliverables. Think, for instance, of project
plans, web pages, business rules, workflow, use cases, service contracts, or test
cases.

■

Flexible front-end technologies. For the realization of the front-ends for these
business processes, often state-of-the-art or even leading-edge technology may
be used. Think of all kinds of mash-ups, such as implementing an iPhone
application that allows your employees to book their hours, perhaps on an SAP
back-end system. Alas there is often little knowledge available within the
organization on new platforms.

■

Heterogeneous back-end technologies. There are various systems that need to
be made accessible since services have been developed using all sorts of
technologies, some of which are probably obsolete. So, it is very hard to discover
possible reusable parts in these systems.

■

External interfaces. Frequently, services are applied that originate from systems
that are external to the organization. The project has often only a limited
influence on these systems and, at the very best, only the interfaces will be
known. Unfortunately, these types of interfaces are rarely stable and are prone to
modification.
A service-oriented project involves many stakeholders
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■
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Many roles. A wide range of professionals are frequently involved in serviceoriented projects. The diversity in technology also means that a wide range of
developers are required – a SAP CRM consultant is not a SAP XI developer, and
a .NET developer is not, per se, a software architect. In addition, other
traditional and less traditional roles, such as information analysts, designers, user
interface designers, Silverlight or Flash developers, enterprise architects, business
consultants and, last but not least, project managers, have a place in this type of
project.
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Service-oriented projects
are difficult to plan
A recent example of such a complex service-oriented project was the intention to
realize a new mortgage quotation system for an insurance company. The most
important goals for this project included the realization of straight-through
processing (the flow of mortgage quotes to the back office without human
intervention), and the ability to add new mortgage products quickly and flexibly.
In addition to the traditional challenges complex projects suffer, such as moving
requirements and fixed deadlines, it became apparent during the project that the
interfaces with the external systems did not fit the data needed to run the
required business processes. Furthermore, it also became apparent that the userfriendliness of the (generated) web pages left much to be desired. To date, the
project hopes to deliver over one year past the original end date, costing four the
original estimation.
However, to seasoned software development projects survivors this is nothing
new. In service-oriented projects, in dealing with overwhelming complexity, all of
the below mentioned can have undermining consequences for planning and
running service oriented projects:
■

External dependencies. Almost all service-oriented projects depend on third
parties. Either within the same organization but with different agendas, or
outside the organization which makes these difficult to influence.

■

Estimation difficulties. Those of you who have participated in a quotation or
project proposal stages for service-oriented projects will know that achieving an
accurate estimate is crucial but extremely difficult.

■

Planning difficulties. Difficulty with estimates, various stakeholders, external
dependencies and numerous project roles do not make it easy for a project
manager to produce a good plan. One thing is certain: a traditional linear
approach with very limited flexibility is out of the question. Flexibility is key. A
service-oriented project gets filled with more and more twists and turns as the
project progresses.

Hard to build, hard to test. The enormous variety in techniques and
technologies makes service oriented projects hard to build, and even harder to
test. It is of great importance, therefore, to be able to distinguish small units of
work that can be implemented and tested individually.
It will not surprise you that, with consequences like these, service-oriented
projects are not always delivered on time or within budget. Or that somewhere
along the way the decision can be reached to only deliver part of the required
functionality. As a result, the final outcome of service-oriented projects does not
meet the original objectives in most cases, such as support for new products and
customer services, opening up of legacy back-end systems, the realization of
reusability so that future projects can be implemented more quickly, the
construction of a repository for services, or the ability to add new products and
features in a speedy and flexible manner.

■
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How complex is the
project really?
As stated above, service-oriented projects are difficult to estimate and are even
more difficult to plan. An important question that needs to be posed at the start of
a project in order to make a good cost-benefit analysis is: how large and complex
is our project really?
An important stumbling block when answering this apparently simple question is
that a number of different types of deliverables can be distinguished in a serviceoriented project. Consider here, for example, web pages, screens, services,
orchestration, domain objects and transactions. This diversity makes a “count” of
the total number of elements that contribute to the complexity of a project
awkward. And even when all of these different types of deliverables can be
counted, the necessary expertise or metrics that can map the complexity per
deliverable type onto hours is often unavailable.
Modeling smart use cases in a service-oriented project

For service-oriented projects, it would be an important step forward when all
(functional) deliverables can be expressed on a single linear scale. In other words,
if the complexity of the web pages, screens, orchestration and services can be
expressed using a single unit of estimation and perhaps even a single unit of
work. This would allow for more accurate estimation, and, moreover, could result
in metrics that can then be applied to produce better plans for future projects.
To cut to the chase: smart use cases can introduce this unit of estimation and
work for service-oriented projects.
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Use cases
What are use cases really? Generally, a use case is regarded as a description of the
interaction between the software and the outside world, in response to a request
from outside the software. In other words, a use case explains who can do what
with the software. A use case realizes one or more specific objectives for the
person who executes the use case. Think of registering a subscription, or
reporting car damage. To use the correct jargon, the person executing the use case
is called an actor. Note that actors don’t need to be actual persons, but, for
example can also represent a department, another organization, other software or
even a batch process.
The execution of a use case takes place in a sequence of steps. Together, these
steps form one or more scenarios that lead to the realization of the objectives, or,
if something goes wrong, to an exception. These objectives, or end results, are
called the post conditions of a use case. Use cases are most often described in
documents, called use case specifications, that are formatted using a prescribed
template.

Figure 1: Example of a use case diagram
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Next to these written use case specifications, there is a friendly, relatively informal
and frequently applied modeling technique in which actors are portrayed as stick
figures and use cases as ovals. This modeling technique, called the use case
diagram, is supported by a wide range of automated tools.
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Traditional use cases
Traditionally, use cases are used for describing the functional requirements for a
“normal” software development project, starting with the objectives that the user
(or actor) wants to achieve by executing the use case. Traditionally, use cases are
described in documents that, in addition to the objectives, also describe all
possible scenarios that the use case can go through, and all possible outcomes.
These documents are referred to as use case specifications.
In service-oriented architecture, this loose definition of use cases can lead to
highly complex and elaborate use case specifications. An interesting real life
example of such a use case in a service-oriented project at an international bank
was the specification for a use case title Change Address. It required sixty-five
pages including twelve screen prints, over a hundred scenarios, and numerous
services. A similar complex example is a use case called Perform Quarterly
Invoicing at a pension fund that assembles and delivers 1.3 million invoices.
Although such use cases generally describe the processes to be realized, they are
not particularly suitable as a unit of work or estimation in a service-oriented
project. Traditional use cases differ so much in size and complexity that they
cannot be used with confidence as an expression of a linear measure. Supporting
evidence: The realization of the use case Perform Quarterly Invoicing, required
more than 18 months, while, in the same project, the use case User Logon only
required a few days.
And if such use cases are hard to specify, they will be hard to implement, and
even harder to test too. In addition, there is the often-heard complaint that such
lengthy use case specifications do not allow for the identification and realization
of services, and that reuse is only possible on an incidental basis.
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Smart use cases
Despite these obvious challenges, we have learnt over the years that use cases can
be a very useful vehicle for service-oriented projects. Presented slightly differently,
they can be used not only for reliable estimation of projects but also as a great
unit of work. They even allow for the identification and reuse of services. In order
to achieve this, we make intensive use of what we call smart use cases – named
after the agile methodology Smart and described in detail in the book Pragmatic
modeling with UML.
A short introduction—Alistair Cockburn, a respected authority with regard
to use cases
In his book, Writing Effective Use Cases, describes a model in which use cases are
expressed at five different levels of granularity (size and complexity).
Figure 2: Different levels of granularity
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■

Cloud. Use cases at this highest level represent groups or clusters of different
business processes that belong together, such as Sell Products.

■

Kite. At the second level, individual business processes are generally placed,
often workflow-oriented.

■

Sea. This is the level where things happen and where, for example, Change
Address belongs. The key question at this level should be: does the performance
of my organization depend on the number of these use cases that I can perform
per week, per day or per hour? As a guideline, use cases closely match those
processes that are also often referred to as elementary business processes in
business process modeling.

the way we see it

■

Fish. Use cases at fish level are used to model autonomous functionality
supporting the sea level. Examples would include Retrieve Subscription or Select
Product.

Clam. Sometimes, processes are simply modeled too deeply and the use cases
become too small. When this happens, people talk of the clam level.
Despite the brevity of this introduction, it should be clear that cloud and kite
levels in the service-oriented project are found in the business processes to be
automated, the vision of the project and perhaps in the business architecture of
the organization.
■

Together, the use cases at sea and fish levels are referred to as smart use cases.
These two levels form a good basis for equivalent granularity both to express
functionality that is directly visible to the user, such as Select Product, and for
the identification of services, such as Retrieve Subscription, and the construction
of a repository of these services.
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Modeling smart use cases
Much more so than with traditional use cases, for the design of smart use cases
we use the well-known accompanying modeling technique from the Unified
Modeling Language (UML).
Starting with a list of the elementary business processes to be realized at kite level,
we consequently model one use case diagram per elementary business process at
sea level. Each use case diagram then contains:
■

Sea level use case. A single use case that represents the elementary business
process, represented as an oval, and in most cases, given the same name as the
elementary business process.

■

Actors. One or more parties, represented as stick figures, which make use of
this use case in order to achieve their objectives.

■

Fish level use cases. Zero, one, or more use cases that support the execution of
the sea level use case. Just like the sea level use case, these are represented by an
oval.

In this particular use case diagram, the use cases Apply for Membership and
Activate Membership are sea level use cases, while the remaining use cases, such
as Send Confirmation and Validate Creditcard are fish level.
Figure 3: Good example of such a smart use case diagram
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In order to arrive at this diagram, we usually distil the fish level use cases from
the sea level use case by continually asking ourselves the following question: what
is the following step that we need to take in performing this use case? Or simply
put: what happens next? Sometimes, it is useful to record these steps as individual
use cases in the diagram, and sometimes it is not. We use a set of concrete
guidelines when deciding this, such as the identification of reusability. Will we
encounter this use case again? Or consider the processing of all the interaction
around a form or screen, or the importing and exporting of files.
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With these smart use cases, projects arrive at a much more elegant level of
granularity of their use cases. Although still documented using use case
specifications, these are all smaller, quite often being no more than two to three
pages, and far less complex. Thereby, smart use cases are easier to estimate, to
implement and to test individually.
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Standard types of smart
use cases
The approach described above has been applied – with much success – to various
types of projects, such as regular web projects in .NET, Java or PHP, the
implementation of portals, business intelligence and even to implementations of
packaged solutions, such as SAP CRM.
With the execution of all of these projects, it has been noticeable that the same
sorts of smart use cases come up for consideration over and over again. For
example, consider selecting a single customer from a list of customers, searching
for a particular product or maintenance of products, the export of a file or the
aggregation of data in a business intelligence situation. Such standard types are
referred to as smart use case stereotypes.
These stereotypes represent often occurring patterns of requirements. Well known
are the stereotypes manage, that represent a maintenance use case on some
object, or search, which helps users to find a particular object from a list, guided
by search criteria. Other known stereotypes include select, master-detail, view,
and report. As you might expect, these stereotypes all deal with user interaction.
Over the years however, quite a few stereotypes have been identified, also in other
fields. For instance, stereotypes are described that deal with Extraction
Transformation Load (ETL) processes in data warehousing projects, such as
aggregate, calculate and load.
These standard types of use cases are of great assistance to projects, making the
analysis of the requirements easier and more standardized. The terminology used
for smart use cases is quickly taken on board by the instructing party and users
during workshops. “I propose that we use a master-detail for customers and
orders with a search on products.”
Important additional advantages with the application of these (or your own)
stereotypes are that the estimation of the size of the project is easier and that the
realization, including testing, of these types of standard use cases is simplified.
After all, the same approach is used. A maintenance use case for customers does
not differ in essence from a maintenance use case for products. In fact, these
standard types of smart use cases present us with a simple language to reason
about requirements.
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Modeling smart use cases
in service-oriented projects
For several years, we have also applied smart use cases to service-oriented
projects. Here, we like to use the technique in a two-pronged approach. We
model a front-end use case diagram and a service use case diagram.
Firstly, we model a smart use case diagram for the sea level use case that
represents the interaction between the actors and the elementary business process,
such as Register Outplacement in the diagram below. In this diagram, we
identify the associated fish level use cases but only to the point of a call to the
services or the orchestration.
Figure 4: Use case diagram that models the interaction with users up until the
services
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In this real-life example, all yellow use cases are client facing, and the red use
cases represent the interaction with the service providing systems.
Next, we model a second smart use case diagram that explorers a single service.
This service is modeled in this diagram as a sea level use case, and all underlying
services are modeled as fish level use cases. In this diagram, the sea level use case
generally describes the orchestration, and the underlying fish level use cases
represent individual services, in most cases implemented using some back-end
system.
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Figure 5: Use case diagram that models the performance of the service Deliver
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In the above diagram, the orchestration is handled by the use case Deliver
Product (in this particular case via SAP middleware), and the remaining use
cases, such as Register Distribution Order, deliver services that are consumed by
Deliver Product. In fact, this use case is a composed service that is (literally)
reused in the front-end use case diagram, comparable with the red use cases in
the previous example.
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Stereotypes for service
oriented projects
In recent service oriented projects, a lot of experience was gained with identifying
and modeling smart use cases. After analyzing a number of models from different
projects, a set of smart use case stereotypes have been identified specifically
targeted at processes that run in middleware, and that deal with the encapsulation
and execution of services.
Next to the well-known front end smart use case stereotypes, these service
oriented stereotypes include:
■

Process. A use case of stereotype process executes a business process. In most
cases it delegates the execution of services to other use cases, often of types
aggregate and dispatch.
The process use case is in the lead, and uses the post-conditions from named
use cases to steer the process. This type of smart use cases is generally
implemented in an enterprise service bus, such as BizTalk or SAP Xi.

■

Aggregate. An aggregate typed smart use cases generally is used to create a
single response to a request. The stereotype is called aggregate as these use cases
trigger other smart use cases, often of types dispatch and read, and aggregates
the results from these use cases into a single response.

■

Dispatch. Smart use cases of type dispatch are intended to link the aggregate
or process types use cases to services that either require some mapping, or
typically run outside the organization.
Mapping is often required, as the available services do not always deliver what is
required by the calling use cases. The dispatch smart use cases performs the
mapping (hence and forth) and relays the work to the actual services, that are
often of type read or write.

■

Validate. Executing business processes often includes specific validation
services, for instance to see if a customer is allowed to add a particular product
to their subscription. Smart use cases labeled with the validate stereotypes return
a single answer that can be either a yes or no response, or a single value from a
limited list of possible codes.

In cases of more complex validation, when match-making between different backend or external systems for instance, the validate use case relays the required
information to dispatch, read or even aggregate smart use cases.
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■

Read. Smart use cases with the read stereotype are the most basic services. Here
one or more objects or entities are returned from a back-end system. This often
includes compressing a whole hierarchy (such as with many SAP systems), such
as a product hierarchy into a single returning message.

■

Write. In reverse, write typed smart use cases will pick up such a compressed
hierarchy that is input to the use case, distribute the hierarchy into the back-end
systems and persist it.
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■

Inform. During the execution of a business process, the actual user of the whole
process (being the actor of the user goal level use case initiating the process)
needs to be informed of the status. The actor might get an email, such as in a
subscription process, to acknowledge successful subscribing, or be sent a letter.
Other alternatives are of course also possible.
The inform use case is responsible for merging the text of the message being
sent with the actual objects the use case model revolves around.

The application of smart use cases and smart use case stereotypes in service
oriented projects offers very concrete advantages:
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■

Unambiguousness. It is an unambiguous technique for describing and
modeling all functional components for the project, including the screens,
orchestration and services.

■

Equal granularity. When a project applies the guidelines described above
correctly, all use cases have a comparable granularity – they are all roughly as big
as each other or, if you prefer, as small as each other.

■

Technology independence. Smart use cases can be modeled independently of
the platforms and technologies being used. The above examples can be (and are)
realized just as well in .NET and SAP as in Java and Oracle.

■

Ability to estimate. The smart use cases together with their distinguishable
stereotypes provide a good unit for estimating service-oriented projects. For this,
a simple scale is defined, which maps complexity to smart use case points.

■

Good unit of work. Finally, smart use cases form a good unit of work for
projects. Generally, each use case can be designed and developed independently
of each other and, in particular, they can be tested individually. It is this last
aspect that makes the acceptance of the components to be developed easier.

■

Reuse. Because smart use cases can be modeled and described in a technologyindependent way, the technique offers the opportunity to create a repository of
services used expressed in smart use cases.

Estimating with smart use
cases
Because smart use cases provide an unambiguous and technology-independent
view of the functionality of a project, they provide a good unit for estimating the
complexity and size of the project. A simple scale has been defined that can be
used as a measure for all smart use cases in a project. This scale is defined as
follows:
1

Piece of cake
Simple use cases such as selections from standard lists or simple
maintenance, such as Maintain Contract Types.
2 Moderate
Basic use cases, for example, selections from somewhat more extensive lists.
Consider, for example, Select Account Manager per Region.
3 Average
The average complexity that is generally applicable for regular maintenance,
searches or reports. Examples include Search Book or Maintain Customer.
This is the default complexity.
4 Hard
Used for more complex maintenance and reports. In addition, typical
services, generally without the writing of data, often receive this complexity.
Consider Retrieve Contract or Overview Orders per Customer.
5 Very difficult
Use cases with this complexity are considered as being awkward. Generally,
these are extensive reports, graphs, possible with drill-down, or more
complex services in which data is written. Consider Record Subscription.
8 Extreme, but known
This complexity is kept for the most awkward use cases. These could be
complex calculations or composed services that often concern the execution
of a process, possibly long-running. In business intelligence projects, this
complexity is often used for use cases that perform data transformations.
Consider Calculate Pre-pension.
10 Extreme and unknown
This highest complexity is used for two reasons. Firstly, for use cases that
have been proven to be awkward, such as the importing and exporting of
files and messages. Secondly, we use this complexity when we know that the
use case is complex but we do not yet know how complex it is. In such cases,
we are obliged to examine the use case further. Often, this results in
additional fish level use cases.
With the help of this quickly applicable scale and the many standard types of use
cases that we have encountered in projects that have already been measured, we
can estimate the complexity of a project quickly and reliably. This makes smart
use case estimation achievable and statistics can also be distilled for future
projects easily. This last point is important for organizations that are planning to
continue work in a service-oriented fashion, because, here, multiple projects are
Accelerated Delivery Platform
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executed within the same program, as a quote from a recent project shows: “Our
current project has 298 smart use case points. Okay, given the fact that our
previous project delivered at a velocity of 30.4 points per iteration, we will likely
need around 10 iterations for this project.”
These types of estimates are frequently made during workshops where all parties
involved, such as the customer, users, architects, analysts, developers and also the
testers, participate.
Workshop in which the complexity of smart use cases is estimated by the team

During these workshops, the (future) project team gets a good and especially
unambiguous picture of the project and the complexity of the requirements. This
is especially so for the customer who often does not have a realistic view of how
complex the realization of her wishes actually is. “Ouch. This is more difficult and
expensive than we had expected,” is something that is frequently heard. “Perhaps
we should look into alternatives."
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Extend discounted travel

So, let’s get going. One final anecdote to amplify the above assertions: During a
recent project at a large public transport company, we realized a number of highlevel business processes for a new type of subscription. These processes were
modeled in smart use case diagrams for both the front-end and services.
Half way through the project, when we had already implemented a part of the
process as smart use cases, the customer came to us with a hesitant request.
“Since we are already implementing this new type of subscription, could we also
look at the extension of the discounted travel cards?”
Almost immediately, the project leader organized a workshop in which the
extension of the discounted travel cards was examined. After modeling for two
hours, it became apparent that the whole process could be realized by reusing the
smart use cases we already had. We only needed to add four new smart use cases
with an estimated total of 16 smart use case points. It’s noteworthy mentioning
that the customer quickly decided to add the extension of the discounted travel
cards to the project. This is reusability at its best.

Accelerated Delivery Platform
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Insight and overview

Service-oriented projects can contribute enormously to the effectiveness and
efficiency of business operations, particularly for large organizations. Consider this
nice example from a large international bank. When a customer of the bank made
the unlucky decision to move, this information originally needed to be recorded
in 36 different systems. By accessing more and more of these systems using
services, this apparently simple business process has, over the years and as the
result of several projects, been reduced to a single administrative handling,
whereby now the customer himself can change his address online.
Service-oriented projects are, however, also very complex in nature. The bank
described above required a number of projects to bring about the required
change. Although smart use cases and the associated standard types and
estimating techniques do not, of course, eliminate all problems associated with
this sort of project, they contribute substantially to making the complexity more
visible by introducing an unambiguous unit of work both for the front-ends and
the underlying orchestration and services. As icing on the cake, this uniform unit
of work facilitates estimating and independent testing. This could be summarized
in two words: insight and overview. Exactly what many service-oriented projects
require.
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